Elastic scattering factors (or atomic form factors)f (s) for Li to Ar have been derived in the first Born approximation from ab initio MR-SDCI (multireference singly and doubly excited configuration interaction) calculations which recover between 90 and 99% of the estimated total correlation energy. The correlation effects on f(s) are contrasted with the relativistic effects known from the literature. Atomic form factors are presented that take into account correlation and relativistic contributions in an additive manner.
Introduction
Elastic scattering factors (or atomic form factors)f(s) listed in International Tables for Crystallography (Maslen, Fox & O'Keefe, 1992) are widely used in crystallographic structure calculations. Except for hydrogen, they were computed from relativistic Dirac-Fock wavefunctions which completely neglect electron correlation. However, at least for light atoms, correlation effects are expected to be more significant than relativistic corrections. For two-electron systems and, restricted to rather few s values, for Li and Be, accurate atomic form factors are available that account for more than 99% of the estimated total correlation energy (Thakkar & Smith, 1992; Schmider, Esquivel, Sagar & Smith, 1993; Esquivel & Bunge, 1987) . For B to Ne, atomic form factors including correlation contributions were published but they either do not account for a sufficient amount of electron correlation (Tanaka & Sasaki, 1971; Peixoto, Bunge & Bonham, 1969) or they rely on non-variational configuration interaction schemes (Naon & Cornille, 1973) . For Na to Ar, no correlation calculations of form factors have been published to date. In the present work, atomic form factors are derived based on ab initio MR-SDCI (multireference singly and doubly excited configuration interaction) calculations which recover between 90 and 99% of the estimated total correlation energy. The resulting correlation contributions to f(s) are compared with corresponding relativistic contributions known from the literature.
Computational details
The atomic form factor in the framework of the first Born approximation (Waller & Hartree, 1929) is given by f(s) = fp(r)exp(isr)dr, (1) where r denotes the position vector of an electron, p(r) the one-electron density and s the scattering vector. The magnitude of s is the scattering variable s which depends on the wavelength ~. of the radiation and the scattering angle 20 according to s = (4zr/Z) sin 0. If the oneelectron density is expanded in terms of GTOs (Gaussian-type orbitals), Xu, the spherically averaged form factor is obtained as f (s) = (1/47r) ff (s)dff-2 = (1/4zr) Y~fi~,~ffx,(r) [14slOp7d6q -7.43273 [14s10p7d6~ -14.57302 [15s10p7d6f4~ -24.52903 [15s10pTd6f4~ -37.68857 [15slOpTd6f4~ -54.40086 [15s10p7d6f4~ -74.80929 [15slOpTd6f4~ -99.40921 [15s10p7d6f4~ -128.54687 [17sl3pl0d9ffi~ -161.85869 [17s13p10d9~ -199.61440 [18sl3pl0d9ffig] -241.87643 [18s13p10d9~ -288.85406 [18s13p10d9f5~ -340.71846 [18sl3pl0d9ffi~ -397.50454 [18sl3pl0d9ffi~ -459.48167 [18sl3pl0d9ffi~ -526.81706 
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where Puv and I2 denote one-electron density matrix elements and the solid angle, respectively.
Uncontracted basis sets were used throughout including spherical GTOs up to g functions. SDCI wavefunctions were calculated in a basis of RHF (Roothaan openshell Hartree-Fock)-AOs (atomic orbitals); MR-SDCI calculations were performed in a basis of NOs (natural orbitals) obtained by diagonalization of the first-order density matrix of the corresponding SDCI wavefunction. The most important configurations were selected as reference configurations (for details about these computations, see Meyer, Miiller & Schweig, 1995) .
For most atoms, about ten reference configurations were included implying the generation of up to about 1.5 million TQ (triply and quadruply excited) configurations. TQ contributions to f(s) and to all other quantities considered in this work are defined as differences between the corresponding MR-SDCI and SDCI results, For the second-row atoms, the TQ contributions were calculated in a reduced basis excluding all f and g GTOs (because of limited computer capacities). The final MR-SDCI results were then obtained by adding these TQ contributions to the corresponding SDCI results from the large basis-set calculations. All electrons (valence and core electrons) were included in the correlation treatment. The MR-SDCI calculations were carried out using the COLUMBUS program (Shepard et al., 1988) . The one-electron density matrix elements were computed by means of the MR-SDCI gradient program (Shepard, Lischka, Szalay, Kovar & Emzerhof, 1992) . The program for the calculation of the form factors originated from our group.
Results and discussion
All quantities representing electron correlation effects are taken as differences between results obtained on the MR-SDCI level (if not stated otherwise) and on the RHF level of approximation (throughout these differences are marked by the index corr). Table 1 shows the energetic results obtained for Li to Ar in the ground state. The RHF energies differ less than 0.5 x 10 -3 hartrees from the RHF limit (Froese-Fischer, 1977) yielding a virial ratio correct to at least six digits. Total SDCI and MR-SDCI energies for the elements Li to Ne deviate less than 1 x 10 -3 hartrees from the best hitherto published CI results (Sasaki & Yoshimine, 1974; Feller & Davidson, 1988 , 1989 Bunge, 1976) . For the elements Na to Ar, no correlation calculations of comparable high quality have been published.
With regard to the reliability of the atomic form factors presented in this work, a partitioning of Ecorr into the contributions due to the kinetic energy, the electronnucleus attraction energy (AVnerr) and the electronelectron repulsion energy (AV~rr) is instructive. Contrary to Ecorr itself, this partitioning is rather sensitive to the wavefunctions used. AVneor is closely related to the correlation contribution to the atomic form factor, "4fcorr(S) (Tavard, 1965) :
where Z refers to the nuclear charge. Fig. 1 displays, for all atoms considered, the estimated total correlation energy Ecorr(est.) as well as Ecorr, A Vc~rr and AVer r calculated from the MR-SDCI wavefunctions [which, for AVcnoerr , coincide with the values obtained through (3)]. For the first-row atoms, AVnoerr and AVer r values derived by means of the Z-expansion technique from experimental total energies (Bonham & Goruganthu, 1982) are available. Except for F, where somewhat larger deviations are found (-44 x 10 -3 hartrees for AVcnoerr and 64 x 10 -3 hartrees for AV~rr), our results agree well with the Z-expansion data. For Ne, where results of other correlation calculations are available to us (Breitenstein, Meyer & Schweig, 1985) , the deviations from these data amount to ca 200 x 10 -3 hartrees although ca 80 to 100% of Ecorr(est.) are recovered.
Unlike the correlation energy itself, which displays the expected dependence upon the number of electron pairs and doubly occupied SCF orbitals of the considered atoms, the corresponding data of AV ne and AVceoerr may be surprising. For Be to Ne, A Vnoerr increases followed by a strong decrease which continues up to C1. For Li to Ne, ,4 Vc~rr , on the other hand, decreases rapidly followed by a small increase to Mg, subsequently decreasing again and finally reaching its lowest value for Ar. Thus, ,4Vnerr and ,4 Veerr exhibit markedly different behaviour for firstrow and second-row atoms. Another quantity closely related to f(s) is the radial electron density D(r) (Bartell & Gavin, 1964 excellent agreement with reported values (Wang, Sagar, Schmider & Smith, 1993; Tavard, Nicolas & Rouault, 1967) . The Afcorr(S) curves are most pronounced in the region of low s values (between 0 and ca 5 to 15 ,~-1) corresponding essentially to the valence-shell electrons. The maximum amount of Afcorr(S) for the various atoms ranges from 0.005 to 0.039. The number of e~:trema increases from two to four when going from Li to Ar. Fig. 3 ). This is in accord with corresponding strong changes in ADcorr(r) (not shown) and in AVnoerr (and consequently in AVceerr, too, cf. Fig. 1 ).
Our Afcorr(S) results agree qualitatively with the results of Tanaka & Sasaki (1971) for B to Ne based on L-shell CI calculations employing a rather small number of s, p and d functions and the results of Peixoto, Bunge & Bonham (1969) for Ne derived from a 65-term CI wavefunction. We obtained, however, much more pronounced correlation effects and observed a significant dependence of Afcorr(S ) on freezing the K electrons, even in the region of low s values. This indicates that rather small basis sets or restriction to L-shell correlation do not suffice to describe Afcorr(S) adequately. The agreement with Afcorr(S) results based on the independent electron-pair approximation (Naon & Cornille, 1973) is poor. The Afcorr(S) results for Li and Be presented in this paper are in excellent agreement with those previously reported (Schmider, Esquivel, Sagar & Smith, 1993; Esquivel & Bunge, 1987) ; small deviations are observed in comparison with the data obtained from a slightly less accurate 55-term CI wavefunction (Benesch & Smith, 1970) for Be. In addition to Afcorr(S), Fig. 3 Doyle & Turner (1968) . The significance of the relativistic effects is rather different for the various atoms considered. For Li, Be and B, practically no relativistic effects occur. Small effects are observed in the cases of F and Ne. The same is valid for the remaining first-row atoms in the region of higher s values. At low s values, however, significant minima in Afrel(S) occur for O and especially for C and N (i.e. for atoms in 3p and 4S states). Such minima are also characteristic of the corresponding second-row atoms (S, Si and P). For second-row atoms, in contrast to the firstrow atoms, relativistic contributions are significant also at large s values. This obviously corresponds to the well known contraction of core-eleclron density by relativistic effects which increase with nuclear charge (the aforementioned minima in the Afrel(s) curves of C, N, O, Si, P and S imply a substantial valence-electron-density expansion).
For more accurate atomic form factors than those currently available, Afrel(s ) and Afcorr(S) are added to f(s) calculated on the RHF level of approximation. From Fig. 3 where Afeorr(S) and Afrel(S ) and the sum of both contributions is displayed, we conclude that correlation effects are more important than the relativistic effects for all first-row atoms except for C and N. This, correspondingly, holds for the second-row atoms (i.e. with the exception of Si and P) as long as small s values are considered; at large s values, of course, relativistic effects dominate. (Maslen, Fox & O'Keefe, 1992) .
Some remarks are to be added concerning the reliability of our correlation calculations. The nonrecovered correlation is due to the limited size of the basis set and the truncation of the CI expansion to all SD (singly and doubly excited) and a limited number of TQ configurations. The basis-set error with repect to Zlfcorr(S ) is negligible as systematic basis-set variations suggest. The limited number of higher excited configurations, however, implies larger uncertainties. In our calculations, Zlfcorr(S ) is always clearly dominated by the SD contributions (which generally correspond to more than 89% of the estimated total correlation energy, see Table 1 ). The TQ contributions, which essentially affect Zlfcorr(S ) only in the range of small s values (up to 5 ~-l), are significant only in the case of Mg, A1 and Si. The procedure of calculating the TQ contributions in the reduced bases (applied to the second-row atoms) seems to work rather reliably as investigations on first-row atoms as well as on Mg (where calculations in the large basis set were possible) suggest.
Concluding remarks
Atomic form factorsf(s) for Li to Ar were derived from ab initio MR-SDCI calculations which recover between 90 and 99% of the estimated total correlation energy. The correlation contributions Afcor~(S) obtained are expected to be remarkably more precise than those hitherto known. For second-row atoms, correlation contributions off(s) have been calculated for the first time.
For all atoms considered, the correlation effects manifest themselves in the regions of low s values (between 0 and ca 5 to 15,~-1). In these regions, the correlation contributions zlfeorr(S) to f(s) are generally more important than the relativistic contributions Afrel(S) known from the literature. The only exceptions are C, N, Si and P. At large s values, relativistic effects are generally more significant than the correlation effects, especially for second-row atoms.
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the quality of the new phases. Of the four test proteins examined, in one case it was possible to obtain fully interpretable electron-density maps.
Symbols and abbreviations
Symbols and notation are basically the same as in papers I and II (Giacovazzo, Siliqi & Ralph, 1994; Giacovazzo, Siliqi & Spagna, 1994) . Since new symbols are necessary here and for the reader's convenience, we give a combined list below.
Fp= lFpl exp (i~)
Fd-" IFdl exp (i0)
F,I= Fd-Fp
Structure factor of the protein Structure factor of the isomorphous derivative Structure factor of the heavy-atom structure (i.e. the atoms added to the native protein)
